The susceptibility of α-helical secondary structure to steric strain: Coarse-grained simulation of dendronized polypeptides.
The propensity of a peptide chain for adopting helical secondary structure can be modulated not only through the solvation properties of its side chains but also through their size and shape. Here we examine a coarse-grained model for dendronized polypeptides that focuses on the susceptibility of α-helical structure to the steric strain exerted by hydrophilic pendant groups. Undecorated molecules exhibit a pronounced transition from random coil to helix upon cooling [J. P. Kemp and J. Z. Y. Chen, Biomacromolecules 2, 389 (2001)]. As gauged by specific heat and by order parameters characterizing helicity at several length scales, this transition is quite robust to the introduction of first- and second-generation dendron side chains. More highly branched side chains, however, reduce the entropy of compact states so severely that helical ordering is undetectable over the entire temperature range accessible to our importance sampling methods. Consistent with experimental observations for side chains comparable to those of our model in volume-excluding size and shape, we find the backbone of these third-generation molecules to assume a distended rodlike state that is both stiff and achiral.